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**ITAC Ingenious Awards & CanadianCIO of the Year Awards winners announced: Provides glimpse into power of ICT to change the lives of people, communities and businesses**

**Toronto, ON (November 7, 2018)** – From improving healthcare patient experiences to building a high-performance and reliable 3D vision system for diverse manufacturing applications, this year’s six winners of the 2018 ITAC Ingenious Awards and the two CanadianCIO of the Year Award recipients exemplify the true meaning of technology trailblazers, according to national industry association, the Information Technology Association of Canada (ITAC).

The ITAC Ingenious Awards program was launched in 2011 to recognize excellence and innovation in the use of information and communications technology (ICT) by organizations in all walks of Canadian life to solve problems, improve performance, introduce new services and grow businesses. The CanadianCIO of the Year Award, in both the public and private sectors, recognizes overall excellence among Canada’s community of CIOs.

Award recipients were honoured at an annual awards gala in Toronto on November 6.

The 2018 ITAC Ingenious Award winners are:

- **Large Private Sector**: Goldcorp Inc., for their Goldcorp Cognitive Journey program
- **Large Public Sector**: Halton Healthcare for their Smart Hospitals Enabling Exemplary Patient Experiences initiative
- **Medium Private Sector**: ComplyWorks for their Realtime Multilingual Language Detection and Translation Add-on to Customer Support Application
- **Small Private Sector**: Bluewrist for their Robotics and 3D Machine Vision – A Smarter Way to do QA Testing program
- **SME Public/Not-for-Profit**: Montréal West Island Health and Social Services Centre for their Implementing the Resident Assessment Instrument with Lean Methodologies initiative
- **Ingenious Spark**: Chatter Research; recognizing a successful new technology product or service

The 2018 CanadianCIO of the Year Award winners are:

- **Public Sector**: Tara Mulrooney, Chief Technology Officer, Alberta Energy Regulator
- **Private Sector**: Mark Saunders, Chief Information Officer, Sun Life Financial

ITAC is proud to partner with the CIO Association of Canada (CIOCAN) on both the ITAC Ingenious Awards program and CanadianCIO of the Year Awards. CIOCAN, together with CanadianCIO Magazine, partner to recognize individuals making extraordinary contributions to the evolution of technology in Canada in their capacity as CIO’s in both the public and private sector for the CanadianCIO of the Year Awards.
Quotes:

In our increasingly digital, mobile and automated world, technology has become the heart of every industry, as evidenced by today’s winners. I offer my sincere congratulations to all this year’s winners and finalists on behalf of ITAC, its Boards of Directors and its members. I am awed by the creativity and passion of the people and organizations who use technology in such innovative ways, helping to change people’s lives, communities and businesses for the better. Kevin Peesker, ITAC National Board Chair and President, Microsoft Canada

There are many extraordinary organizations and accomplished CIO’s across our country – all who are pushing us forward and having a profound effect on Canada’s digital economy. I strongly encourage people to take advantage of this great opportunity to nominate a peer or a project from their own community as a way to showcase the amazing role technology has in our lives. Gary Davenport, Past President and Board of Directors, CIO Association of Canada.

Visit https://ingeniousawards.ca/about/ to learn more about the awards programs, and how to nominate someone for the 2019 Programs.
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About Information Technology Association of Canada (ITAC)

As Canada’s national ICT business association, the Information Technology Association of Canada (ITAC) champions the development of a robust and sustainable digital economy in Canada. A vital connection between business and government, we provide our members with the advocacy, networking and professional development services that help them to thrive nationally and compete globally.

A prominent advocate for the expansion of Canada’s innovative capacity, ITAC encourages technology adoption to capitalize on productivity and performance opportunities across all sectors. A member-driven not-for-profit, ITAC has served as the authoritative national voice of the $170 billion ICT industry for over 60 years. More than 36,000 Canadian ICT firms create and supply goods and services that contribute to a more productive, competitive, and innovative society. The ICT sector generates over one million jobs directly and indirectly and invests $4.9 billion annually in R&D, more than any other private sector performer.

To arrange an interview, please contact:
Janet Gibson Eichner
Cell: 905-602-8345 ext. 2235 or jgibson_eichner@itac.ca
Cisco middleware solution create ‘healing’ environment for Halton Healthcare [Ingenious Award winner]

Shruti Shekar
IT World Canada

Click here for the online version

When you head over to Oakville, Ont., a quiet suburb of the Greater Toronto Area, you’ll drive by the palatial and new Oakville-Trafalgar Memorial Hospital operated by Halton Healthcare, one of Ontario’s smart hospitals that aims to use technology to cater to the best patient experience.

As soon as you walk into the hospital, you won’t feel like you’re in a hospital. There are minimal paging announcements calling out instructions. There’s a sense of peace and calmness, which is very unusual for a hospital. You would never know that the hospital was integrated with state-of-the-art technology powered by vendors such as Cisco Systems Inc. Halton Healthcare is the winner of the Large Public Sector award for the Ingenious Awards hosted by the Information Technology Association of Canada.

Sandy Saggar, chief information officer of Halton Healthcare, said the idea was to give patients a quieter environment, one that resembles a healing centre.

“We didn’t want it to feel like a hospital...we used to have a lot more overhead calling...if there’s an incident, or an event, or someone’s having a cardiac arrest, we wanted to make sure there was effective communication to the response team,” Saggar said, adding that mostly everything in the hospital was connected through technology. That includes items such as
mobile phones, patient care equipment, and the real-time locating system, which are all interconnected through Cisco’s infrastructure.

There are three facilities operated by Halton Healthcare in Southern Ontario (Georgetown, Oakville, and Milton). Saggar said the team took 10 years to plan and build the Oakville and Milton locations and they wanted to build technology into the foundation of the building, rather than have to do upgrades after construction.

“The biggest challenge we had in planning for a smart hospital was ‘Are we going to be outdated by the time the shovels hit the ground?’” Saggar said, adding that the hospital wanted to make sure it was investing $3.36 billion in capital redevelopment across all three sites effectively. He said the team was careful in ensuring the technology was deployable and interoperable.

In total, Halton Healthcare has 4,022 staff and 350 physicians. The new and expanded hospitals have a range of facilities that Saggar said were implemented through lots of research, talking to staff, physicians and the community.

“We did a lot of engagement internally and out in the industry like going to conferences,” he said. “We would go to these large-scale healthcare IT conferences to be able to understand the art of the possible, what’s up and coming.”

From hospital beds to patient-nurse communication, Saggar explained that the hospital took a lot of effort to create a smart hospital that would keep up with the changes in technology.

The hospital incorporated Cisco’s software including VCE Vblock System, Aironet Wireless Access Points and Controllers, Unified Communications Manager, and ASA Firewalls, among others.

For example, the hospital can tag and track specific at-risk patients. So if a patient has dementia and is at risk and attempts to leave the floor, the elevators won’t function, and doors will automatically lock; in turn, an alarm will be sent to security, who will receive a notification on their phone. There’s also real-time locating services for staff who are at risk.

“You may have a patient who is being violent. Well, if you press a button on your tag, we know where you are in the building, and so your peers on the floor and security will get an alarm right to their phone and they can go directly to the location and assist,” Saggar said.
Many of the fridges have temperature monitoring. Saggar explained that there are many drugs or in the lab, they require the temperature to be set specifically, so if the fridge fails for any reason an alarm will be sent off so to say it’s out of order.

By installing middleware system, the hospital allows patients to directly connect to their specific nurse without having to go through many other channels.

“Let’s say I’m a patient in a room and I need help. Perhaps they have a problem breathing, maybe they can’t call for help, they can press the nurse call button and it will send a message to two consoles in the nurse’s station, in turn, will send a message to the nurse’s mobile phone that is taking care of that patient in the room,” Saggar said, adding the nurse can automatically interact with the patient immediately if they wanted to.

He also explained that many of the beds are smart beds that integrate to a patient’s needs. So, if a patient is at risk of falling, if the panel from the bed is brought down it will send an alarm to a nurse.

Bedside terminals are also included that allow patients to access the TV, internet, adjust lighting and temperature within their room, and Saggar said soon patients will be able to have menu ordering capabilities.

The base foundational network and communications engine is provided Cisco, which Saggar said wasn’t hard to select as a provider.

“We wanted to make sure we had stability... when you move into this smart hospital environment, where you’re so much more dependable on technology...we wanted to make sure it would function,” Saggar said, adding that the hospital used eight to 10 main vendors to help out with building automation systems, access control, and video surveillance and other technologies.

Saggar also said it was really important that all three hospitals were standardized across technology platforms, and Cisco helped make that happen.

“We wanted technology that would be state of the art and evolutionary, and when I say evolutionary I mean to keep up with the times and growth... Cisco was definitely one of the partners that we knew from day one,” Saggar said. He noted that the Georgetown facility, was
used as a pilot site and the team deployed technology to get staff used to their new daily functions.

“Every precious second counts,” Saggar said.

Rob Fox, major accounts executive at Cisco, said it all came down to the leadership for why he decided to nominate Halton Healthcare for the award.

“There’s a high level of visioning and strategy...they told Cisco ‘Look we have a technology strategy and a vision that we want to execute and we believe Cisco is the only company that can do that for us, so we are going to go end-to-end Cisco and commit to Cisco,’” Fox said.

Fox said that it wasn’t just the infrastructure but working together to create solutions that could impact positively on patient safety, outcome, care, and experience was why they deserved to win.

---

**Solutions**

**Switching and Routing**
- Cisco Catalyst Series Switches
- Cisco VCE Vblock System

**Wireless**
- Cisco Aironet Wireless Access Points and Controllers
- Cisco Mobility Services Engine

**Unified Communications and Collaboration**
- Cisco Unified Communications Manager
- Cisco desktop and mobile IP phones
- Cisco Unified Contact Center
- Cisco Digital Media Suite

**Security**
- Cisco ASA Firewalls
- Cisco Catalyst IDS/IPS Modules
- Cisco Firepower IDS
- Cisco Web Security Appliances

**Management**
- Cisco Prime